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Kodak Photo Guide
With this book, author Alexander S. White provides users
of the a6400 with a manual covering all aspects of the
camera’s operation. Using a tutorial-like approach, the
book shows beginning and intermediate photographers
how to accomplish things with the a6400, and explains
when and why to use the camera’s many features. The
book provides details about the camera’s shooting
modes as well as its menu options for shooting,
playback, setup, video, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and special
effects. The book covers the a6400’s ability to use its
touch screen for focusing and enlarging images in some
situations, its upgraded autofocus system, which
includes automatic focusing on the eyes of humans or
animals, and the camera’s wide range of options for
assigning its control buttons, dial, and wheel to carry out
photographic functions. The book includes more than
450 color photographs that illustrate the camera’s
controls, display screens, and menus. The images
include photographs taken using the a6400’s Scene
mode, with settings optimized for subjects such as
landscapes, sunsets, portraits, and action shots; and its
Creative Style and Picture Effect menu options, with
settings that alter the appearance of images. The book
provides concise introductions to topics such as street
photography and infrared photography, and explains how
to use the camera’s Wi-Fi and Bluetooth features to
transfer images to a smartphone or tablet, to control the
camera from such a device, and to add location
information to images. The book includes a full
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discussion of the video features of the a6400, which can
shoot HD and 4K (ultra-HD) movies, with manual control
of exposure and focus during recording. The book
explains the camera’s numerous features for
professional-level videography, including Picture Profiles
that allow adjustment of settings such as gamma curve,
black level, knee, and detail. The book describes steps
for recording 4K video to an external video recorder
using the “clean” video output from the camera’s HDMI
port. In three appendices, the book discusses
accessories for the a6400, including cases, power
sources, remote controls, microphones and external
flash units, and includes a list of websites and other
resources for further information. The book includes an
appendix with “quick tips” on how to take advantage of
the camera’s features in the most efficient ways
possible. This guide to the a6400 includes a detailed
index, so the reader can quickly locate information about
any particular feature or aspect of the camera.
Discusses light, weather, composition, and special
effects for creating vacation photographs using point and
shoot, single lens, or digital cameras.
David Busch's Nikon D5600 Guide to Digital
Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource
and reference for the Nikon D5600 camera. This
ultracompact and light weight Nikon digital SLR has new
SnapBridge wireless Bluetooth communication so you
can use your iOS or Android device to control the
camera. Nikon has also added an easy-to-use time-lapse
feature to its impressive capabilities, which include a
swiveling touch screen LCD that makes taking photos or
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changing settings quick and easy. The D5600 captures
24-megapixel still images and 1080p 60 fps highdefinition movies with stereo sound, too. With this book
in hand, you can fine tune your camera skills as you
explore the world of digital photography, develop your
creativity, and take great photographs with your D5600.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px
'Times New Roman'} Filled with detailed how-to steps
and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon D5600
Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's
features in depth, from taking your first photos through
advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection,
lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations. Also included is
the handy visual guide to the D5600, with close-up
photos and descriptions of the camera's essential
features and controls, including the versatile LCD touch
screen. Learn when to use each option and, more
importantly, when not to use them, by following the
author’s recommended settings for every menu entry.
With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch
as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of
your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on
the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for
fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while
bringing your vision to light with the Nikon D5600 today.
"Whether you're just beginning in 35mm photography or
have a serious interest in it, this book provides you with
all you'll need to know to create truly memorable
photography."--BOOK COVER.
A simple-to-follow manual for film camera enthusiasts
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wishing to improve their skills, devised by one of the
world's leading photography professionals - an essential
reference for everyone interested in learning the
techniques of classic film phootgraphy, from 35mm,
medium and large format to single lens reflex cameras.
Includes Part 1, Number 2: Books and Pamphlets,
Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals (July December)

Large-format photographs are often admired for their
superior sharpness, exquisite tonal range, and
minute detail. The advantages of large-format film
and the broad capabilities of the large-format view
camera make it the preferred tool of many
professional photographers. Whether your interest is
in landscapes, portraits or commercial and industrial
photography, this book will instruct you on all the
special techniques required to master large-format
view cameras.
A picture-rich field guide to American photography,
from daguerreotype to digital. We are all
photographers now, with camera phones in hand
and social media accounts at the ready. And we
know which pictures we like. But what makes a
"good picture"? And how could anyone think those
old styles were actually good? Soft-focus yearbook
photos from the '80s are now hopelessly—and
happily—outdated, as are the low-angle portraits
fashionable in the 1940s or the blank stares of the
1840s. From portraits to products, landscapes to
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food pics, Good Pictures proves that the history of
photography is a history of changing styles. In a
series of short, engaging essays, Kim Beil uncovers
the origins of fifty photographic trends and
investigates their original appeal, their decline, and
sometimes their reuse by later generations of
photographers. Drawing on a wealth of visual
material, from vintage how-to manuals to magazine
articles for working photographers, this full-color
book illustrates the evolution of trends with hundreds
of pictures made by amateurs, artists, and
commercial photographers alike. Whether for selfies
or sepia tones, the rules for good pictures are always
shifting, reflecting new ways of thinking about
ourselves and our place in the visual world.
With the popularity of digital photography growing by
leaps and bounds over the last decade, some say
film has been dying a slow death ever since – or is
already dead. The reality is that film has never gone
away, and in recent years has experienced a
surging, renewed popularity – sometimes simply for
its retro, analog status, but mostly for film's ability to
create a look and feel that many believe digital can
still not achieve. If anyone can attest to this, it's Utah
photographer Jonathan Canlas, who exclusively
shoots with film, and has both an extremely
successful wedding photography business as well as
a series of popular workshops held numerous times
per year around the world. In Film Is Not Dead: A
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Digital Photographer's Guide to Shooting Film,
Canlas teams up with co-author Kristen Kalp to open
the doors for anyone who wants to begin–or return
to–shooting film. Casual, irreverent, fun, inspiring,
and beautiful, this unique 10x8 hardcover book
teaches the reader the basics of film, cameras, and
shooting in this medium. Whether it's discussing the
different tone and color characteristics of different
films (Kodak, Fuji, etc.), how to load a mediumformat camera back, how to create proper
exposures, how and where to get film processed, or
how Jonathan uses fun, plastic cameras like the
Holga in his commercial and personal work, Film Is
Not Dead appeals to anyone who is searching to
finally begin creating that film look, but until now
hasn't known where to start.
From historic and iconic Beantown bravado to
modern skyscrapers and urban scenery and
greenery, this guide offers more than 100 Boston
photo opportunities. Beginners, avid amateurs, and
seasoned pros alike will appreciate the wide array of
photography subjects and themes covered in The
Photographer’s Guide to Boston. Conveniently and
logically organized by neighborhood, you’ll visit the
Freedom Trail, the Emerald Necklace, Beacon Hill,
the North End, Back Bay, the Fens, and South
Boston, along with many other photogenic historic
and modern sites. Author Steven Howell has created
the perfect photographer’s travel companion.
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Discusses the use of high-speed films; camera
handling for steadiness; lenses; the correct film for
tungsten lighting, fluorescent lighting, and mercuryvapor lamps; and filters. Includes tables that give
exposure recommendations for taking photographs
in typical existing-light situations, such as in the
home, outdoors at night, and in public places. 88
pages (200 illustrations), 8-1/2 x 11.
Get the picture, easier than ever, with this simple-touse equipment and a guide that explains its every
element. With sidebars on different models and
advice on lens selection, special features, and
accessories, you'll understand your camera from top
to bottom. One by one, the manual leads you
through focusing; getting sharp pictures; flashes;
lighting; and more. It also has a host of ideas for
improving any photo, whether it's a single portrait or
a group picture. Bonus: a troubleshooting chart.
This is Kodak's perfect take-along reference for
serious amateur and professional digital shooters: a
convenient, spiral-bound, lay-flat guide with colored
tabs. There's complete coverage of depth of field,
color temperature, white balance, exposure, filters,
and flash. Handy charts display lens conversion
factors, facts on file types, memory cards, file
compressions, and lighting ratios.
"Another wonderful idea from the folks at Kodak that
is sure to come in handy....cleverly designed to fit in
your camera bag and it's packed with useful
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information that is easy to find at a moment's notice.
The spiral-bound pages are made of sturdy thick
paper and each section is clearly marked with a
color-coded tab for speedy reference....This is a
wonderful book that any photographer will benefit
from and it won't weigh you down."--Shutterbug.
"Buy [it for] your beloved shutterbug...this weatherresistant little book has just the facts, Ma'am:
exposure info, filter guides, film specs, all that
stuff...it honest-to-God fitzinna pocket."--Popular
Photography.
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed
in our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally
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available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Presents a guide to shooting close-up and marco
photographs, covering such topics as sharpness,
composition, lighting, and focal lengths.
An accessible, stylish guide to still-usable vintage
film cameras: which to buy, where to find them, and
how to get the most out of them
David Busch's Nikon D7500 Guide to Digital
Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive
resource and reference for the Nikon D7500 camera.
Built around the same 20.9 megapixel sensor as the
D500, this mid-level Nikon model has BlueTooth and
Wi-Fi wireless control with the SnapBridge smart
phone/tablet app. A swiveling screen, 4K video, 8 fps
continuous shooting, and ISO speeds up to 1.6
million make the D7500 a significant enthusiastoriented upgrade. With this book in hand, you can
fine tune your camera skills as you explore the world
of digital photography, develop your creativity, and
take great photographs with your D7500. p.p1
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px
'Times New Roman'} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'; minheight: 15.0px} Filled with detailed how-to steps and
full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon D7500
Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's
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features in depth, from taking your first photos
through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens
selection, lighting, and more, and relates each
feature to specific photographic techniques and
situations. Also included is the handy visual guide to
the D7500, with close-up photos and descriptions of
the camera's essential features and controls. Learn
when to use each option and, more importantly,
when not to use them, by following the author’s
recommended settings for every menu entry. With
best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch
as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative
mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether
you're shooting on the job, as an advanced
enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your
knowledge and confidence, while bringing your
vision to light with the Nikon D7500 today.
Just open up this lay-flat, spiral, professional
photoguide—with brightly labeled tabs for each
section—for information on all KODAK films: care;
storage; exposure; speeds; and lenses. Charts for
slides and prints include a description of the film's
intended uses and ISO speed and filters for daylight,
tungsten, and photolamp. Dials help you calculate
speeds and lens openings for existing-light subjects;
filters; flash exposures; focal length; optical
equations; and depth of field for several lens types.
Plus: caring for and selecting supplementary lenses.
These step-by-step instructions on building a
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prototype darkroom will help you plan and build your
own. Covers all you need to know about selecting a
location, construction, plumbing, electrical, and
more.
When LIFE published the first edition of this book in
2010, Scott Kelby, Editor-in-Chief of Photoshop User
magazine (and a guru in the world of digital
shooting), wrote, "Joe McNally has put together the
LIFE Guide to Digital Photography, which is packed
full of tips, tricks, how-to, and beautiful pictures from
Joe's thirty-plus-year photo career. If you've ever
experienced one of Joe's workshops or seminars,
you know he's a fantastic teacher, and this book is
an extension of that. While he does write about the
basics of photography, if you know Joe, you know
that he's found a way to work his own sense of
humor and familiarity in with all the nuts and bolts to
make it an entertaining read." Thousands of photo
fans agreed, and eagerly joined Joe on his happy
journey through the pixelated world of modern-day
photography. In so doing, they learned from one of
LIFE's master shooters-in fact, the final in the long
line of distinguished LIFE staff photographers-who
encouraged them that, with a little preparation and
care, with a dash of enthusiasm and daring, anyone
can make a better photo: Anyone can turn a
"keeper" into a treasure. It has since become clear to
Joe and the editors of LIFE that their Guide to Digital
Photography was built to last-that its tips and tone
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had struck a chord with photography enthusiasts
everywhere. One thing it wasn't, however, was built
to fit in your camera bag when you were heading into
the field. Now it is! Here's the digest-sized version,
filled with the same wonderful collection of McNally
photography, beautifully illustrating the points Joe is
making. Everything you need to know about light and
lenses, about color or composition, is in these
pages. And now, when you're just about to click and
you wonder "What would Joe advise?" the answer is
at your fingertips.
Introduces techniques for taking better pictures,
provides guidelines for operating a camera, and
includes tips on photographing people, animals, and
landscapes
A comprehensive and current guide that describes
and illustrates Kodak cameras from antiques up to
today's models.
Cameras can capture what the eye can’t perceive:
the presence of infrared light. And shooting infrared
(IR) with a digital camera makes it easier than ever
to create distinctively dreamlike, high-contrast blackand-white pictures. Using a wealth of stunning
images, this thorough resource explores the
technical and creative possibilities of this unique and
increasingly popular medium. Get tips on focus and
exposure; IR filters; and having a camera converted
to shoot specifically in infrared. Follow instructions
for processing and printing the photos--including
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toner effects and faux color. One glance through this
guide and it’s clear why infrared pictures are fun to
take and beautiful to look at.
In-depth information on exposing film, controlling
development, selecting paper, using toners—even the safe
handling of chemicals—make developing and printing of both
roll and sheet film foolproof. Includes: dozens of easy-tofollow tables and charts on materials and timing, formulas for
intensifying and reducing negatives, and an extremely useful
enlarging dial.
The world's best selling photography book, over 400 photos
and the latest on Kodak films.
How to Take Good PicturesA Photo Guide by KodakSilver
Pixel Press
Designed for the novice photographer, this book from the
Eastman Kodak Company was offered as an instructional
manual on the art and techniques of professional
photographers. Filled with pictures and illustrations, it remains
an essential beginner's guide
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